NARRATIVE

PURPOSE OF SURVEY

The purpose of this survey was to determine the alignment of Cascade Trace Road from the returns at Nesikorn Trace Road to the returns north of the Nesikorn Creek crossing for the replacement of the bridge on Cascade Trace Road over Nesikorn Creek. Because the construction may disturb or destroy existing record survey monuments, this survey also serves to reference those monuments in conformance with G.R.S. 209.1902114 (A) and G.R.S. 209.190313.

BASIS OF Bearing

The basis of bearing for this survey is the record bearing of westerly right of way line of Cascade Trace Road of the "Silver Valley Mobile Ranch" plat, recorded as CS* C-198 and in Book 2A, page 130, Tillamook County, Oregon, holding monument numbers 112 and 105.

DETERMINATION OF CASCADE TRACE ROAD

Cascade Trace Road was established by holding monuments number 112 and 105 to establish the westerly right of way together with the westerly right of way width of 12.192 meters (40 feet) to establish the easterly right of way.

HORIZONTAL DATUM

The horizontal datum for this survey is assumed.

VERTICAL DATUM

The vertical datum is NGVD '29 based on NGS Benchmark "X465", PID 0076, in 200 meters (660') square concrete post, holding the published superseeded elevation of 92.252 meters.